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DISCLAIMER

 I am a full-time employee of Caris Life Sciences—a commercial tumor profiling 
laboratory.



OBJECTIVES
 The Basics: Identify biomarkers and their associated characteristics on a solid tumor 
profile report that could indicate incidental germline findings.
�How to navigate a tumor profile report
�Definitions: biomarker, tumor molecular burden, % tumor nuclei, allele frequency
�Which tumor profile findings warrant germline follow-up?

 Intermediate Cases: Examine actual somatic tumor profile cases and germline 
outcomes.
�Use context clues to guess if a variant detected by a tumor profile is germline or not.

  

Advanced Case: Formulate a plan for follow-up when tumor profile and germline 
results show discrepancies.



SCENARIO

 Tumor board is presenting the solid tumor profile results of a 55 yo female with 
colorectal cancer and a 58 yo male with a metastatic prostate tumor.



THE BASICS
A biomarker is an umbrella term used to describe something measured in the tumor that tells us 
something about the tumor at a given moment.

Companion diagnostics (CDx) inform the use of personalized treatment options for advanced 
cancer patients by identifying FDA-approved treatment options that may be appropriate for 
treatment based on the unique drivers of their individual cancer.

CRC Biomarker Association
RAS mutations (KRAS/NRAS/HRAS) Will not benefit from anti-EGFR treatment
BRAF V600E Poor prognosis
Her2 (ERBB2) amplification Poor prognosis
Fusions (NTRK/ALK/ROS1/RET) Clinical trial eligibility
MSI, TMB, PD-L1 Sensitive to immunotherapy



MORE BIOMARKERS
Advanced Prostate Biomarker Association
BRCA1, BRCA2 PARP inhibitor
PTEN Anti-androgen resistance, poor survival; AKT 

inhibitor clinical trial
TP53 and RB1 Poor survival; divergent neuroendocrine 

differentiation (more aggressive AR-independent 
disease)

AR amplification Anti-androgen resistance
TMPRSS2:ERG fusion Expected in prostate cancer
DNA damage repair genes: ATM, PALB2, 
FANCA, RAD51D, CHEK2, CDK12

Clinical trial for PARP inhibitor

MSI, TMB, PD-L1 Sensitive to immunotherapy

Incidental or Secondary findings in tumor profiles usually refer to germline or chimeric results



PD-L1, MSI AND TMB

 These are complementary biomarkers for patients who may 
benefit from immune checkpoint inhibitors (anti-PD-1 
Therapy):

 IHC for PD-L1 (programmed death-ligand 1) expression is 
the standard of care

 MSI (microsatellite instability) is a genomic signature of 
deficient mismatch repair. It involves the gain/loss of 
repeats in microsatellite regions or from epigenetic 
changes. 

 TMB (tumor mutational burden) quantifies the amount of 
somatic mutations per Mb there are in a tumor. If the TMB 
is high, then the immune system is more likely to recognize 
the tumor.

 Microsatellite instability status determined by next-generation sequencing and 
compared with PD-L1and tumor mutational burden in 11,348 patients

 PMID: 29436178
Cancer Med 2018 Mar;7(3):746-756. doi: 10.1002/cam4.1372. 
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CHECK THE APPENDIX AND THE 
PORTAL
 

If you plan to order germline testing, you will often need to provide the c. 
nomenclature and transcript ID from the somatic lab.



TUMOR NUCLEI AND VARIANT 
ALLELE FREQUENCY
 Tumor nuclei % 
�aka Tumor cellularity
� the estimated percentage of neoplastic cells in the sample 

 Variant allele frequency (%) – 
�aka VAF, variant allele fraction, mutation allele frequency 
�Percentage of sequence reads of a given DNA variant divided by the overall coverage at that locus
� Interpret with caution



Overall
VAF=0.33

Loss of mutant allele in 
proportion of tumor cells

Overall
VAF=0.20

PCR amplification

Preferential amplification of wildtype allele

Furthermore, VAF of a germline mutation can be <0.5

Overall
VAF=0.5

Overall
VAF=1.0

Ideally, VAF of a germline mutation is 0.5 or 1.0

No LOH* LOH

However…

Normal admixture, aneuploidy 
and intratumoral heterogeniety 
or LOH

Overall
VAF=0.67

VAF is usually between 0.5-1.0
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*Loss of heterozygosity = common genetic event in cancer, somatic loss of wild-type allele in hereditary cancer

Slide compliments of Dana Farengo-Clark, MS, CGC



metastatic prostate 
primary. 

Metastatic prostate cancer





QUESTIONS TO ASK THE LAB

 What biomarkers are included in the test?

 For DNA NGS, how does gene coverage compare to a typical germline lab?

 If paired with germline testing, is confirmation testing needed?

 Where is the tumor nuclei %, VAF, c. and transcript ID?

 Get the appendix and supplementary materials.  

 Check the online version of the report.



IS IT GERMLINE? You be the judge!



72 yo woman with lobular breast cancer



DETAILS

Gene name Variant Amino Acid 
Change

Nucleotide 
Change

Consequence Mutant 
Allele 
Frequency 
(%)

Read Depth

PIK3CA E542K p.E542K NM_006218.4: 
c.1624G>A

Missense 46.0 4939

CDH1 E35* p.E35* NM_004360.5: 
c.103G>T

Stop gained 56.5 4712



GERMLINE RESULT



GENETIC COUNSELING FOR 
BIOMARKERS
Is the patient personally motivated to have germline testing OR are you screening 
tumor profiles to find appropriate candidate for testing?

Is the variant expected to in this tumor?

COSMIC: https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic/browse/tissue 

Is the personal and family medical history consistent?

https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic/browse/tissue


70 yo female with 
ovarian cancer, 
TN% 40





53 yo female with 
pancreatic cancer, 
TN% 20



CANCERNEXT EXPANDED RESULT



74 yo male with prostate cancer 





TEST DISCRPANCIES Troubleshooting



FAQS

 Why didn’t the tumor profiling lab detect a known germline variant?

 Can tumor profiling help me resolve whether a low frequency germline variant is due 
to mosaicism vs CHIP?

 Why do the tumor profiling lab and the germline lab have different variant 
classifications?



TUMOR TESTING LIMITATIONS

 NOT INCLUDED
�A tumor profiling lab may not cover all the same exons or deep intronic variants as a germline lab
�Large deletions/duplications may not be detected

 LOW Q
�Tumor tissue may be degraded and/or fixative may affect gene coverage
�Tumor heterogeneity and LOH



CHIP VS MOSAICISM

 Some low frequency variants detected by germline labs represent clonal 
hematopoiesis of indeterminate potential (CHIP)

 The likelihood of CHIP increases with patient age and advanced stage cancer

 Tumor profiling does not replace testing cultured skin fibroblasts.





VARIANT CLASSIFICATIONS

32

Comparison of Somatic and Germline Variant Interpretation in 
Hereditary Cancer Genes
Emily W. Moody, Jennie Vagher, Whitney Espinel, David Goldgar, Kelsi J. 
Hagerty, and Amanda Gammon
JCO Precision Oncology 2019 :3, 1-8

Slide courtesy of Kelly 
Knickelbein.

https://ascopubs.org/doi/abs/10.1200/PO.19.00144
https://ascopubs.org/doi/abs/10.1200/PO.19.00144


VHL R200W

 c.598C>T (p.Arg200Trp) 

 Russian founder mutation that causes a blood clotting condition called Chuvash 
polycythemia 

 This variant is not associated with von Hippel Lindau or cancer risks.



TROUBLESHOOTING TIPS

 Call the laboratories
�Providing clinical background can help resolve discrepancies
�Be prepared to share laboratory report information
�Talk to the pathology department who sent the tissue

 Ask friend (NSGC Cancer SIG Somatic Subcommittee)
�Somaticexpertpanel@gmail.com
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